
An application by the non-profit co-operative Gabriola Radio
Society to the Canadian Radio and Television Commission to
use an available FM channel at 98.7 for community
broadcasting (with the call letters CKGI) was recently turned
down. The reason given was a technical objection by Rogers
Broadcasting Limited, which owns CIOC (The Ocean), based in
Victoria and broadcasting on  98.5.

Now Rogers has applied to the CRTC for use of the 98.7
frequency for a transmitter to be located on Salt Spring Island,
a repeater station for CIOC (see advertisement, page 5). Rogers
claims that a transmitter in this location would improve the
reception of the Victoria-based soft rock station. However those
in opposition think that the real reason for the new transmitter
is that it will give reception in the Nanaimo area, and thus
enable CIOC to invade the Nanaimo market. As a by-blow, it

will preclude Gabriola Radio from having the frequency, the
only possible one left for the society which has been working
toward this end for years.

Ken Zakreski of the Gabriola Radio Society asks that Gulf
Island residents write to the CRTC to oppose the Rogers
application. If the Rogers application is rejected, he says, the
GRS will, once again, be able to apply for use of the 98.7
channel.

Gabriola’s John Hague has already submitted an
Intervention in the procedings (see letter, page 5). 

The deadline for interventions in the CRTC proceedings is
September 29, so there’s not much time. Instructions on how to
intervene are on the CRTC website. Zakreski can be reached at
gabriolaradio@shaw.ca, phone 250-247-9891. 0
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